
Installation
Guidelines 

Your new artificial AstroTee is best located in area relatively flat and free draining. Ideally this will be at the front or back of 
an existing tee area.  

Mark out the area to the exact size of your ordered AstroTee. It can be advisable to roll out the artificial carpet to get an 
exact measurement as carpet sizing’s are approximate. It is not necessary to install a timber edging board as the AstroTee 
is designed to fit up to your natural grass. However, if you do the timber edging board should be set as a frame to the 
outside of the carpet area.

The area should then be excavated to a recommended depth is 100mm. This allows for the backfilling of 50mm of stone 
and then 50mm of infilled carpet, leaving just 10mm of carpet fibre above ground level.

Although we recommend 50mm of stone the actual depth of stone base is entirely down to the client. Where the ground 
is firm and relatively free draining it is possible to simply lay the AstroTee on a bed of sharp sand or if the chosen area is 
prone to lying very wet then it may be better to allow 100mm stone base.

Once excavated backfill, level and compact the stone to within 50mm of ground level.

Next lay the geotextile weed membrane, overlapping if necessary to ensure all the stone is covered.

Then roll out the AstroTee carpet. You may find the carpet pile has flattened so you will need to brush against the pile in 
order to get the pile standing up. A normal yard brush is fine for this operation.

Gently apply the supplied specialist sand (this is a rounded sports sand suited to infill artificial carpets). This should be done 
in small amounts, spreading the sand lightly and evenly over the carpet and brushing in lifting the pile as you go. The process 
should be repeated until all the sand has been spread. This will equate to 37.5kg per sq.m. or approximately 37.5mm of depth.

Finally spread the rubber granules in the same way, filling almost to the top of the pile.

Your AstroTee installation is now complete and ready to use!

Our AstroTee system has been designed to be installed with the minimum 
of effort. Everything you need apart from the base stone is supplied in kit 
form. We can even provide training as part of the package.
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